
 

 

4G LTE Internet Failover the SB & Branch Case 

Reducing the high cost of Keeping connected. 

What to do when you can’t afford Tx, OCx, or Fiber 

Tx, OCx, and Fiber Internet Connectivity have widely been recognized as delivering extremely high availability, at 

99.95%, however it comes at a high price. Most small and medium size business cannot afford or justify the 

expense; even larger companies can normally justify the expense at a main location but not at the branch 

offices. 

Much less costly DSL, Uverse and Cable Modems make better financial sense, they are however best effort 

services. So what happens when you lose Internet service, resulting in several hours of downtime per month? 

Challenge: Low cost of services vs. high risk of downtime    

- Customer Expectations: Even if downtime is limited to a few hours a month with lower cost best effort 

services, when it happens right as a customer calls or comes in expecting service, that’s unacceptable! 

- Productivity Pressures:  It does not do any good to move everyday applications to the cloud if no work 

gets done because employees cannot connect to the cloud to use them 

Solution: Voxis 4G LTE Fail-Over 

Voxis solves the problem of Lost Internet connectivity – automatically – with low-cost solutions that are quickly 

deployable. Now business can maximize their Internet availability by bridging the inevitable gap with 4G LTE 

broadband failover. Our solutions automatically detect access issues with primary wired Internet connections 

and provide 4G LTE network connectivity to avoid service interruptions. 

Benefits: Affordable and Reliable 

Voxis 4G LTE failover provides the non-stop Internet access needed to conduct business efficiently and cost 

effectively when wired line connections go down for any reason.     

- Enterprise Office availability everywhere:  With Voxis 4G LTE failover offices of any size can achieve total 

availability levels even higher than what a standalone Tx, OCx, or Fiber connection can offer 

- High reliability at a lower cost: While the cost of Tx, OCx, Fiber for 99.95% uptime is generally cost 

prohibitive, a small investment for Voxis 4G LTE failover to augment best effort Internet is not and 

provides 99.99% uptime. 

- Connected to the cloud: Businesses no longer need to fear the cloud based cost saving applications due 

to potential downtime. Maximize the benefits of cloud services with no worry about losing connectivity 

or productivity   


